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Unmanned Aerial Systems (“UAS”) have emerged as a highly versatile technology with a
wide range of applications, from surveying and mapping to package delivery and search
and rescue operations. The rapid growth of the UAS market has attracted significant
investment from private companies, such as Google and Amazon, who have recognized
their potential to transform various industries. A similar story is unfolding in the space,
where there has been a rapid expansion of the commercial space industry and the advent
of commercial crewed spaceflight. While policymakers have largely been preoccupied with
safety concerns associated with the proliferation of UAS and the burgeoning commercial
space industry, the finance aspects of both markets have been mostly neglected.

Against this backdrop, this presentation outlines how the Cape Town Convention’s
international legal framework may respond to UAS, given the Aircraft Protocol’s
instrumental role in driving investment in the traditional aviation industry. Moreover, we
examine the emerging questions and challenges arising under the not-yet-in-force Space
Protocol, which aims to provide a comprehensive legal framework for space asset
financing. By delving into these complex and intriguing issues, our presentation aims to
explore the frontiers of asset-based financing and how the Cape Town Convention regime
may apply to this new era.
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